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Abstract

Pioneering efforts have verified the effectiveness of the diffusion models in exploring the informative uncertainty for recommendation. Considering the difference between recommendation and image synthesis tasks, existing methods have undertaken tailored refinements to the diffusion and reverse process. However, these approaches typically use the highest-score item in corpus for user interest prediction, leading to the ignorance of the user’s generalized preference contained within other items, thereby remaining constrained by the data sparsity issue. To address this issue, this paper presents a novel Plug-in Diffusion Model for Recommendation (PDRec) framework, which employs the diffusion model as a flexible plugin to jointly take full advantage of the diffusion-generating user preferences on all items. Specifically, PDRec first infers the users’ dynamic preferences on all items via a time-interval diffusion model and proposes a Historical Behavior Reweighting (HBR) mechanism to identify the high-quality behaviors and suppress noisy behaviors. In addition to the observed items, PDRec proposes a Diffusion-based Positive Augmentation (DPA) strategy to leverage the top-ranked unobserved items as the potential positive samples, bringing in informative and diverse soft signals to alleviate data sparsity. To alleviate the false negative sampling issue, PDRec employs Noise-free Negative Sampling (NNS) to select stable negative samples for ensuring effective model optimization. Extensive experiments and analyses on four datasets have verified the superiority of the proposed PDRec over the state-of-the-art baselines and showcased the universality of PDRec as a flexible plugin for commonly-used sequential encoders in different recommendation scenarios. The code is available in https://github.com/hulkima/PDRec.

1 Introduction

Personalized recommendation aims to capture user preference from the massive user behaviors and predict the appropriate items the user will be interested in (Meng et al. 2020; Ma et al. 2021, 2023a). Sequential recommendation (SR) is an effective method for inferring dynamic interests from the user’s historical behavior sequences (Zhang et al. 2022; Li et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2022). However, most users in the real world only interact with a limited number of items within the overall item corpus, consequently leading to the data sparsity problem (Xia et al. 2021; Chen et al. 2023a,b).

Diffusion model (DM), benefiting from its characteristics of diverse representation and informative uncertainty, has achieved state-of-the-art results in the field of image synthesis (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020), semantic segmentation (Brempong et al. 2022), and time series imputation (Lopez Alcaraz and Stroudhoff 2023). This demonstrates the dominance of DM as a novel generative paradigm in multiple generation tasks. Looking back to the real-world recommender systems, it could be regarded as a generator of the complete user-item interaction matrix based on the extremely sparse supervised signals (Moon et al. 2023). It prompts an intuitive question: Can we take full advantage of DM’s potent generalization capability to generate user preferences on both observed and unobserved items, thereby addressing the sparsity issue in recommendation?

Recently, CODIGEM (Walker et al. 2022) and DiffRec (Wang et al. 2023) have introduced DM into recommendation, which generates users’ preferences based on their historical behaviors, yielding promising results. However, these pioneering studies still grapple with two challenges: (1) How to fully utilize the generalized user preferences from DM? As shown in Fig.1 (a), these methods merely utilize the highest-scored item as the final prediction in recommendation, overlooking users’ preferences towards other items in corpus and struggling with data sparsity issue. However, these preferences encapsulate substantial informative and generalized knowledge during the inference process of DM. (2) How to incorporate the diffusion-based knowledge to construct a universal framework that could smoothly cooperate with different SR models? These DM-based methods are primarily proposed for collaborative filtering (CF),

![Figure 1: Illustration of the difference between the pioneering DiffRec and PDRec, where each rectangle denotes the user’s diffusion-based preference of the corresponding item.](image-url)
failing to fully integrate the time-aware sequential behavioral information. This leads to huge gaps between them and real-world recommenders, limiting their practical feasibility and universality (as indicated in Table 1, even T-DiffRec exhibits notable disparities from traditional SR models).

To address these issues, we propose a novel Plug-in Diffusion Model for Recommendation (PDRec) framework, which leverages the diffusion models as a flexible plugin and make full use of the diffusion-generated user preferences on all items. The coarse overview of PDRec is illustrated in Fig.1 (b). Specifically, we first present a time-interval diffusion model on the basis of T-DiffRec to facilitate the more precise generation of dynamic user preferences for both observed and unobserved items. These diffusion-based preferences on all items (i.e., preferences for observed items, top-ranked unobserved items, and low-scored unobserved items) are utilized for jointly guiding the effective and stable optimization direction: (a) We devise a Historical Behavior Reweighting (HBR) method for users’ historical behaviors, which identifies the high-quality behaviors and reduces noisy interactions via the generated preferences given by previous diffusion models. (b) We also propose a Diffusion-based Positive Augmentation (DPA) approach to convert the unobserved items with top-ranked diffusion-based preferences to the potential positive labels via self-distillation, bringing in additional high-quality and diverse positive signals to alleviate data sparsity. (c) To alleviate the potential false negative sampling issue, we design a Noise-free Negative Sampling (NNS) strategy, which selects safer negative samples from the low-scored unobserved items provided by diffusion in training. The advantages of PDRec include: (1) HBR facilitates the discovery of more informative supervised signals from the global diffusion aspect, which could better guide model optimization. (2) DPA and NNS introduce additional knowledge on unobserved items that alleviates data sparsity issues. (3) PDRec is effective, universal, and easy-to-deploy, which could be conveniently applied to different datasets, base models, and recommendation tasks.

Extensive experiments on four real-world datasets with three base SR models demonstrate that our proposed PDRec achieves significant and consistent improvements across various datasets and tasks, including SR and cross-domain SR. Furthermore, we conduct comprehensive ablation studies and universality analyses to validate the effectiveness and universality of all components in PDRec. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- We propose a model-agnostic Plug-in Diffusion Model for Recommendation, which fully leverages the diffusion-based preferences on all items to improve base recommenders. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to integrate the diffusion model as a plugin for different types of recommendation models and downstream tasks.
- The proposed HBR, DPA, and NNS are effective, model-agnostic, and easy-to-deploy plug-in strategies, which involve informative diffusion-generating preferences on all items to alleviate data sparsity.
- Our PDRec achieves significant and consistent improvements on different datasets, base SR models, and tasks. Its detachable components are well-received in practice.

2 Related Work

Sequential recommendation. Sequential Recommendation (SR) is one of the representative methods for capturing users’ dynamic temporal-aware preference evolution patterns by modeling the sequential dependencies of their historical behaviors, thereby recommending the next item that the user may be interested in (Li et al. 2022). In recent years, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (Xu et al. 2019; Tang and Wang 2018), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Li et al. 2017; Hidasi et al. 2016) and Transformer (Sun et al. 2019; Kang and McAuley 2018) are introduced into SR to capture users’ preference dependencies. GRU4Rec (Hidasi et al. 2016) employs the Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU) as the sequential encoder to learn users’ long-term dependencies. SASRec (Kang and McAuley 2018), one of the most widely used methods in SR, introduces Transformers for historical behavior interaction modeling. CL4SRRec (Xie et al. 2022) is a strong SR models that proposes three sequence-based augmentations to construct contrastive learning (CL) tasks in SR. Nevertheless, existing methods primarily focus on modeling users’ long- and short-term behaviors with various neural architectures, disregarding the potential impact of the time-interval-sensitive knowledge and the recommender’s generalization capability across the entire corpus on the modeling of user preferences.

Diffusion models in recommendation. As a prominent deep generative method, Diffusion Models (DM) are inspired by non-equilibrium statistical physics and has demonstrated exceptional performance in Super Resolution (Ho et al. 2022; Shi et al. 2022), Semantic Segmentation (Brempong et al. 2022), and Time Series Imputation (Tashiro et al. 2021). Despite this, the relevant studies in the field of recommendation are marked by a notable scarcity. CODIGEM (Walker et al. 2022) leverages DM to generate robust collaborative signals and latent representations by modeling intricate and non-linear patterns. DiffRec (Wang et al. 2023) reduces the added noises into the generative process to retain globally analogous yet personalized collaborative information in a denoising manner. DiffuRec (Li, Sun, and Li 2023) and DiffRec* (Du et al. 2023) corrupts the item representations into the Gaussian distribution and reverses them based on the historical behaviors to employ uncertainty injection in item representation construction.

However, the former two DM works exhibit an excessive reliance on the top-ranked data derived from diffusion, not only resulting in computing consumption and homogeneous recommendation results but also disregarding the comprehensive user historical behaviors. While the latter share the same modeling pipeline with SR methods, thus can serve as the base SR model within PDRec. The proposed PDRec differs from these works: (a) instead of directly training a diffusion model, we smartly leverage a pre-trained DM model to diminish the time complexity in model training. (b) We achieve the dual enhancement of recommendation diversity and preference modeling through denoising, knowledge distillation and negative sampling on sequence encoders with the diffusion-based preference. (c) PDRec is model- and task-agnostic, enabling its application across different sequence encoders and recommendation scenarios.
3 Time-Interval Diffusion Model

In this section, we present the Time-Interval Diffusion Recommendation model (TI-DiffRec). Following the classical DM methods (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020; Nichol and Dhariwal 2021), the pioneering methods (Walker et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2023) typically leverage the original interaction matrix for diffusion, which is challenging to apply in SR. Despite incorporating the temporal order of user interactions, T-DiffRec (Wang et al. 2023) overlooks the time interval between consecutive behaviors, potentially leading to the issue of preference drift. As illustrated in Fig.2, we introduce an additional process of time interval reweighting alongside the diffusion and reverse process to tackle this challenge.

- **Time Interval Reweighting.** To incorporate the time interval information into diffusion, we first generate the time-aware input \( x'_0 \) with the behavior sequence \( S_u = \{i^1_u, i^2_u, \ldots, i^p_u\} \) and the corresponding timestamps \( T_u = \{t^1_u, t^2_u, \ldots, t^p_u\} \) of user \( u \). Subsequently, we compute the time-interval weight \( w^j_u \) of each behavior \( i^j_u \), where \( w_{\min} \) and \( w_{\max} \) denote the predefined lower and upper bounds. Thus, we define \( x'_0 = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_T] \) as the initial state for diffusion, where \( x_{i^j_u} = w^j_u \) or \( 0 \) indicates whether \( u \) has interacted with \( i^j_u \) or not (\( k \) denotes the index corresponding to \( i^j_u \) within \( S_u \)).

- **Diffusion Process.** Generally, the diffusion process gradually injects uncertainty noise into the original data until the fully disordered state. The significant difference between DM and other latent variable models is that the transition kernel \( q(x'_t | x'_{t-1}) \) used in DM obtains latent variables \( x'_0 \) in a Markov chain process. Specifically, we employ the Gaussian perturbation as the transition kernel \( q(x'_t | x'_{t-1}) := N(x'_t; \sqrt{T - \beta_t}x'_{t-1}, \beta_t I) \), where the variances \( \beta_t \) controls the Gaussian noise scales added at the step \( t \). Note that the typical DM methods (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020) fix the variances up to constants, demonstrating the notable property of DM that \( q \) has no learnable parameters. Thus, we can directly generate \( q(x'_t | x'_0) := N(x'_t; \sqrt{T - \beta_t}x'_0, (1 - \alpha_t) I) \) with the notation of \( \alpha_t := 1 - \beta_t, \alpha_t := \prod_{t=1}^T \alpha_t \) and \( t \in [1, 2, \ldots, T] \). If \( T \rightarrow +\infty \), \( x'_T \) asymptotically converges to the standard Gaussian distribution. That is, given \( x'_0 \), we can easily obtain \( x'_t = \sqrt{T} \alpha_t x'_0 + \sqrt{T - \alpha_t} \epsilon \) by sampling the Gaussian vector \( \epsilon \sim N(0, I) \) via the reparameterization (Kingma and Welling 2013).

- **Reverse Process.** The reverse process aims to recover user’s interactions step by step from the standard Gaussian distribution through the denoising transition. Precisely, given the Gaussian distribution vector \( x'_T \), we gradually remove the noise and recover the original interactions with the learnable transition kernel \( p_\theta(x'_{t-1} | x'_t) \) in the reverse direction. The reverse transition phase can be defined as:

\[
p_\theta(x'_{t-1} | x'_t) := N(x'_t; \mu_\theta(x'_t, t), \Sigma_\theta (x'_t, t)) \tag{1}
\]

where \( \mu_\theta(x'_t, t) \) and \( \Sigma_\theta(x'_t, t) \) are parameterized by Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and \( \theta \) denotes model parameters. We can model complex interaction generation procedures for recommendation by such an iterative reverse process.

4 Plug-in Diffusion Model

4.1 Task Formulation and Overall Framework

SR aims to improve the next-item recommendation performance via the users’ historical sequential behaviors. To this end, given the behavior sequence \( S_u = \{i^1_u, i^2_u, \ldots, i^p_u\} \) of user \( u \in U \), where \( i^j_u \in \mathcal{I} \) is the \( j \)-th behavior of \( u \) and \( \mathcal{I} \) denote the historical behavior length, PDRec tries to recommend the target item \( i^{p+1}_u \) that will be interacted by this user.

In this section, we describe the proposed model-agnostic Plug-in Diffusion Model for Recommendation (PDRec) framework, which leverages the diffusion model as a flexible plugin to accurately model the dynamic user preferences in SR. The overall structure of PDRec is illustrated in Fig.3. Specifically, PDRec first explicitly regards the user behavior timestamps in diffusion to capture the dynamics of the actual sequential patterns and generate the user’s preferences on all items. Next, PDRec proposes a Historical Behavior Reweighting (HBR) strategy to identify specific indispensable supervised signals with the diffusion-based preferences on observed items. Additionally, PDRec designs a Diffusion-based Positive Augmentation (DPA) method to alleviate the data sparsity problem, which conducts self-distillation to incorporate the probable interactions from the unobserved items as the augmented soft samples into the training process in a dynamic manner. Finally, PDRec employs Noise-free Negative Sampling (NNS) to select stable negative samples, with the aim to mitigate the potential false negative problem. It is noteworthy that PDRec is task-agnostic, allowing such a framework can be easily migrated to cross-domain sequential recommendation (CDSR) tasks, and the related analysis is illustrated in Sec.5.5.
4.2 Historical Behavior Reweighting

The basic task of sequential preference modeling is to accurately and comprehensively leverage the historical behavior sequences. It is intuitive that different items within the user’s sequential sequence should hold varying degrees of importance for the next-item prediction. Therefore, the critical aspect of historical preference modeling lies in the adaptive and fine-grained differentiation of all observed items. This involves integrating the distinct importance of various items into the training phase. To this end, we propose a Historical Behavior Reweighting (HBR) strategy to reweight the supervised signals in training for behavior sequence denoising.

Specifically, given the pre-trained TI-DiffRec model and the complete interaction state $x'_0$ of user $u$ in the training set, we first obtain the time-interval-aware state $x'_0$. Following the inference process in DiffRec (Wang et al., 2023), we regard the $x'_0$ which is naturally noisy and retaining personalized information as the noised state $x''_0$. Then we employ the reverse denoising by $\tilde{x}'_0 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow \tilde{x}'_0 \rightarrow x'_0$ to generate the diffusion-based preferences $\tilde{x}'_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{|I|}$ of $u$ on all items $I$.

To reweight the supervised signals, we exclusively focus on the observed preferences $o'_u \in \mathbb{R}^{|I|}$ and their corresponding ranking $r'_u \in \mathbb{R}^{|I|}$ from $x'_0$ in HBR. The reweight vector $\omega_u$ to the supervised signals of user $u$ is formulated as:

$$\hat{\omega}_u = (1 - \omega_f) \cdot \omega_s \cdot \frac{o_u - \min_o}{\max_o - \min_o} + \omega_f \cdot \frac{1 + \max_{r_u} - r_u}{\max_{r_u}}$$

where $\omega_s = \text{len}(S_u)/\text{sum} (\frac{o_u - \min_o}{\max_o - \min_o})$, $\omega_f$ and $(1 - \omega_f)$ denote the ranking weight of observed ranking and preferences respectively. This mixture ensures that the recommender’s optimization direction remains reasonably aligned with the observed prior to the reweighting process. Finally, PRec generates the final reweight vector $w_u = \omega_f \cdot \min (\max (c_u, \min (\hat{\omega}_u)), \max (\hat{\omega}_u))$ by truncating and rescaling the reweight vector via the truncate value $c_u$ and the rescale weight $\omega_f$ to prevent certain signals dominate the optimization process. Note that PRec only employs the inference process before model training without introducing excessive computational cost. With HBR, we can not only directly focus on the time-interval-aware preferences related to the user’s behaviors, but also leverage DM’s informative uncertainty to denoise the dispensable items and highlight the indispensable actions in the user’s behavior sequence.

4.3 Diffusion-based Positive Augmentation

Inspired by the promising performance of TI-DiffRec in SR and its inherent strong generalization characteristics, PRec assumes that the user’s diffusion-based preferences $\tilde{x}'_0$ on unobserved items encompass specific samples that user $u$ is potentially interested in but have never seen before. This intuitive observation exhibits heightened prominence within the top-ranked range of the user’s diffusion-based preference. To transfer the generalized knowledge from the pretrained TI-DiffRec to the sequential recommender, PRec intelligently designs a Diffusion-based Positive Augmentation (DPA) method to distil the essential diffusion-based information by regarding the unobserved items with high preferences as the potential positive samples during training.

To do it, PRec first takes top-ranked $m$ items to form the potential soft samples $t_u$ based on the diffusion-based unobserved preferences $u' = \tilde{x}'_0 \alpha_u$, where $\tilde{x}'_0$ and $\alpha_u$ denote the diffusion-based preferences of the corpus and supervised signals. Following the assumption that "the last behavior in a user’s behavior sequence reflects his/her overall interests", PRec calculate the matching score $m = |(h_u)_{t_1}, (h_u)_{t_2}, \cdots, (h_u)_{t_m}|$ between the user’s last behavior representation $h_u$ obtained by SASRec (Kang and McAuley 2018) and the item embedding matrix $T_u = \{t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_m\}$ of the potential soft samples $t_u$. After re-ranking the matching score $m$, PRec extract the top-ranked $n$ items to obtain the soft positive augmentations $s_u$. The optimization approach for $s_u$ will be defined in Sec. 4.5.

4.4 Noise-free Negative Sampling

Existing recommendation algorithms generally require both positive and negative samples to model users’ personalized preferences. They expect explicit interactions from the dataset ideally. However, explicit feedback is not always available in real-world scenarios, the ubiquitous users’ implicit interactions may not necessarily reflect their real interests. Conventional recommenders typically employ uniform probability for negative sampling, which fails to consider the dynamic shifts in user preferences, potentially leading to the false negative problem to some extent. Inspired by the exploration of negative sampling strategies in recommendation (Shi et al., 2023; Ma et al. 2023), PRec introduces the Noise-free Negative Sampling (NNS) strategy to prioritize the unobserved samples with low-scored diffusion-based preference and select safe negative samples to direct HBR and DPA in the stable optimization direction.

In contrast to the DPA utilizing the unobserved items with high preferences as the soft positive augmentations, NNS creatively regard these items with low preferences as the potential soft samples. To do it, PRec first takes top-ranked $m$ items to form the potential soft samples $t_u$ based on the diffusion-based unobserved preferences $u' = \tilde{x}'_0 \alpha_u$, where $\tilde{x}'_0$ and $\alpha_u$ denote the diffusion-based preferences of the corpus and supervised signals. Following the assumption that "the last behavior in a user’s behavior sequence reflects his/her overall interests", PRec calculate the matching score $m = |(h_u)_{t_1}, (h_u)_{t_2}, \cdots, (h_u)_{t_m}|$ between the user’s last behavior representation $h_u$ obtained by SASRec (Kang and McAuley 2018) and the item embedding matrix $T_u = \{t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_m\}$ of the potential soft samples $t_u$. After re-ranking the matching score $m$, PRec extract the top-ranked $n$ items to obtain the soft positive augmentations $s_u$. The optimization approach for $s_u$ will be defined in Sec. 4.5.

4.5 Optimization Objectives

We calculate the predicted probability $\hat{y} = (h_u)^\top v_{t+1}$ with the sequence representation $h_u$ of user $u$ and the item embedding $v_{t+1}$, then we formulate the Binary Cross-Entropy loss $L_R$ and the self-distillation loss $L_D$ in DPA as follows:

$$L_R = - \sum_{(u,i) \in R} \left[ y_{u,i} \log \hat{y}_{u,i} + (1 - y_{u,i}) \log (1 - \hat{y}_{u,i}) \right]$$

$$L_D = - \sum_{(u,i) \in R^+} \left[ y_{u,i} \log \hat{y}_{u,i} \right]$$
Table 1: Results between backbones and PDRec on four datasets. All improvements are significant ($p<0.05$ with paired t-tests).

Table 2: Statistics of four SR datasets.

where $R$ denotes the training set which contains the supervised signals, the random negative samples and the safe negative items sampled within NNS, $R^+$ denotes the soft positive augmentations $s_w$, in DPA, $w_n$ is the final rewrite vector in HBR, $y_{u,i} = 1/0$ denote the positive and the sampled negative pairs respectively, and $\hat{y}_{u,i}$ denotes the predicted probability of $(u,i)$. To optimize in conjunction with the self-distillation augmentation, the objective function $\mathcal{L}$ is a linear combination of $\mathcal{L}_R$ and $\mathcal{L}_D$ with the loss weight $\omega_d$ of $\mathcal{L}_D$:

$$\mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_R + \omega_d \mathcal{L}_D.$$  

5 Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments and analyses for the following research questions: (RQ1): How does PDRec perform against the state-of-the-art SR baselines (see Sec.5.2)? (RQ2): How do different components of PDRec benefit its performance (see Sec.5.3)? (RQ3): Is PDRec still effective with other base SR models (see Sec.5.4)? (RQ4): Could PDRec be further adopted to other tasks such as cross-domain sequential recommendation? (see Sec.5.5)?

5.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset. We conduct extensive experiments on four real-world datasets. We select “Toys and Games” and “Video Games” to form the Toy and Game dataset from Amazon (Lin et al. 2022). From Douban, we pick “Books” and “Musics” to form the Book and Music dataset (Wu et al. 2023).

Baselines. We implement PDRec on three representative SR models: GRU4Rec (Hidasi et al. 2016), SASRec (Kang and McAuley 2018) and CL4SRec (Xie et al. 2022), and compare it with T-DiffRec (Wang et al. 2023) to validate its effectiveness and universality. Note that T-DiffRec (Wang et al. 2023) is one of the SOTA DM-based recommenders that captures the temporal patterns in user interactions.

Parameter settings. For fair comparisons, we set the learning rate and the maximum sequence length as $5e^{-3}$ and 200. According to the natural distribution of behaviors, we set the $\omega_n$ as 0.5 for the relatively sparse Amazon datasets and 0.8 for the denser Douban datasets. Similarly, we define the number of coarse-grained sorted items $m$, the number of fine-grained resorted items $n$, and the loss weight $\omega_d$ of $\mathcal{L}_{SD}$ as 50, 5 and 0.3 for Amazon. For Douban, these parameter are configured as 100, 1, and 0.01, respectively. Due to the variations in TI-DiffRec’s confidence range, PDRec exhibits minor discrepancies in the parameters of HBR across diverse datasets. That is, the ranking weight $\omega_r$, the truncate value $c_u$, and the rescale weight $\omega_f$ are denoted as 0.1, 3 and 2 for Toy, 0.1, 5 and 4 for Game, 0.3, 3 and 4 for Book and 0.1, 5 and 2 for Music. Each experiment is conducted five times with random seeds, and we report the average results.
5.2 Performance Comparison on SR (RQ1)

We conduct the experiments on four public datasets, adopting three typical evaluation metrics, including NDCG@k (N@k), Hit Rate@k (HR@k), and AUC with different k = 1, 5, 10. Following (Kang and McAuley 2018), we randomly sample 99 negative items for each positive instance in testing. Table 1 shows the overall performance comparison results, the best results of the same backbone are in boldface. It reveals the following observations:

(1) In general, PDRec significantly outperforms all baselines on four datasets, exhibiting the significance level p<0.05 and the average error range ≤ 0.004. This indirectly confirms the significance of (a) the observed interactions denoising is able to guide the recommender toward an accurate and unbiased optimization direction; (b) the handling of positive and negative aspects of unobserved interactions effectively leverages the informative yet user-imperceptible knowledge from the diffusion model, expanding user interests while stabilizing the training process.

(2) Comparing the improvements across various datasets, we discover that PDRec benefits the relatively sparse Toy and Game datasets more. Meanwhile, PDRec can obtain promising performance even on denser datasets. Furthermore, we also observed that PDRec, implemented with diverse backbones, consistently exhibits significant improvements over its respective backbones. This may be attributed to the precise utilization of diffusion models, PDRec can assist in highlighting the actual long- and short-term sequential dependencies. As a task-agnostic framework, we further expand PDRec into the field of CDSR to employ the feasibility analyses on recommendation scenarios in Sec. 5.5.

(3) Simultaneously, we notice the significant improvement of the proposed TI-DiffRec relative to T-DiffRec (Wang et al. 2023), underscoring the necessity of time-interval knowledge in SR. Nevertheless, the performance of these DM-based algorithms remains inferior to the existing SOTA sequential recommendation algorithms. In conjunction with the notable improvement of PDRec over these SR methods, the effectiveness of the proposed PDRec is firmly established. It can smartly combine the sequential modeling capability of (the future advanced) SR models and the potent generalized ability of diffusion models on the corpus, thus precisely accomplishing sequential recommendation tasks.

5.3 Ablation Study (RQ2)

In this section, we conduct ablation studies to explore the effectiveness of different components in PDRec. Thus we compare PDRec (SASRec) with different ablation versions of PDRec to verify the benefits of TI-DiffRec, HBR, DPN and NNS, respectively. Note that PDRec (SASRec) equals SASRec+HBR+NNS+DPA. From Fig. 4 we observe that:

(1) With HBR, SASRec+HBR achieves consistent improvement over SASRec. This mainly stems from the fact that diffusion-based preferences generated by the powerful Ti-DiffRec can effectively denoise the historical behaviors via reweighting. It enables the recommender to emphasize the indispensable supervised signals while disregarding noisy interactions, thereby enhancing training efficiency.

(2) Comparing SASRec+HBR+NNS to SASRec+HBR, we find that NNS yields performance gains across most datasets. It demonstrates that these “safe” negative items judged by previous diffusion models could aid in alleviating the inherent false negative problems in model training.

(3) PDRec further improves the performance of SASRec+HBR+NNS. DPA emphasizes the top-ranked preferences determined by the diffusion model for unobserved items, thereby inferring user’s more diverse potential preferences given by diffusion models. By double checking these high-quality positive augmentation candidates via self-distillation, DPA could bring in additional positive signals via a more flexible way to fight against data sparsity.

(4) PDRec achieves significant improvement compared to PDRec without TI-DiffRec (i.e., replacing TI-DiffRec with another SASRec). It highlights the necessity of employing diffusion models. Owing to the problem formulation, DM preserves the visibility into all items in the corpus. In conjunction with its powerful generalization ability, DM can offer informative knowledge relative to sequential models (i.e., SASRec), particularly for sparse user-item interaction matrices. Nevertheless, compared to the original DiffRec, PDRec is more effective and practical.

5.4 Universality Analysis of PDRec (RQ3)

PDRec is a model-agnostic framework. To verify this, we employ each ablation variant of PDRec over GRU4Rec (Hidasi et al. 2016) and CL4SRec (Xie et al. 2022) on Toy and Game datasets. Fig. 5 illustrates the results. We can find that:
5.5 Results of Cross-domain SR (RQ4)

PDRec could also benefit positive transfer in CDSR. We follow typical CDSR settings (Ma et al. 2023c; Zheng et al. 2022) and employ PDRec with SASRec (M) (M indicates directly mixing both source and target domains’ behaviors in chronological order) on Toy→Game and Game→Toy settings. We also implement T-DiffRec (M) and TI-DiffRec (M) on the mixed (M) setting. From Table 3, we have:

(1) PDRec outperforms all of its ablation versions on most CDSR settings, with each component contributing to incremental improvements. It reconfirms the effectiveness and universality of HBR, NNS, and DPA from diffusion model.

(2) PDRec outperforms all diffusion-based models in CDSR settings, with each component contributing to incremental improvements. It reconfirms the effectiveness and universality of HBR, NNS, and DPA from diffusion model.

(3) It is impressive that PDRec exhibits notable improvements across various metrics compared to the original T-DiffRec/TI-DiffRec on the mixed behavior sequence (up to 38.3%). It reiterates our main contribution that takes full advantage of the outputs of diffusion model as a plugin in SR.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an effective and model-agnostic Plug-in Diffusion Model for Recommendation (PDRec) framework. Instead of focusing on the highest-score item, PDRec fully leverages the diffusion-based preferences on all items. PDRec employs a historical behavior reweighting method to identify the indispensable behaviors and conducts a knowledge extracting strategy from both the unobserved items via the diffusion-based positive augmentation, and noise-free negative sampling. The extensive experiments and analyses on four datasets, three base models and two recommendation tasks demonstrate the effectiveness and universality of PDRec. In the future, we will continue to explore the tailored hard negative sampling strategies in PDRec and attempt to adapt PDRec as a flexible and detachable plugin in diverse recommendation scenarios.
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